We explore the consequences of assuming that the neutrino mass matrix is a linear combination of the matrices of a three dimensional representation of the group S3 and that it has one zero mass eigenvalue. When implemented, these two assumptions allow us to express the transformation matrix relating the mass eigenstates to the flavor eigenstates in terms of a single parameter which we fit to the available data.
INTRODUCTION
Following the discovery of neutrino oscillations, there has been considerable progress in determining values for the neutrino mass differences m 2 i − m 2 j and for the mixing angles relating the mass eigenstates to the flavor eigenstates. The most recent fits suggest that one of the mixing angles is approximately zero and another has a value that implies a mass eigenstate that is nearly an equal mixture of ν µ and ν τ . If these conclusions were exact, then they could be accommodated by postulating a neutrino mass matrix having a symmetry based on a three dimensional representation of the permutation group S 3 . This connection has been extensively studied in the papers listed in Ref. [1] . The approach taken here is to retain a remnant of the S 3 symmetry, assume that one neutrino mass is zero, and see what this implies about the final form of the neutrino mass matrix and transformation between mass and flavor eigenstates.
For Majorana neutrinos the most general form of the mass matrix is
Experiment seems to show approximate µ − τ symmetry in the sense that one mass eigenstate has an almost equal probability of being ν µ or ν τ . To realize this with M ν requires B 1 ≈ B 2 and C 1 ≈ C 2 . As mentioned above, exact µ − τ symmetry can be nicely modelled using a 3-dimensional representation of the finite group S 3 . However, suppose µ − τ symmetry is not exact but we assume M ν can still be expressed by the matrices of S 3 . This ansatz, together with the assumption that one of the neutrino mass eigenvalues is zero, as required, for example, by the minimal seesaw model, allows us to derive two relations among the mixing angles and to predict all of the mixing angles in terms of one parameter.
In the next section we review the conditions imposed by S 3 on the elements of M ν . In Sec. 3 we discuss the effect of these conditions on the minimal seesaw model. Following that, in Sec. 4, we find the eigenvalues and eigenstates when one mass eigenvalue is zero. Then, in Sec. 5, we write A, . . . , D of M ν in terms of the mixing angles in the usual way and use the conditions derived from S 3 and from having one eigenvalue zero to find relations among the mixing angles. We are able to express these angles in terms of one parameter. In the last section we summarize our conditions on the mixing angles and compare our predictions with experiment. Finally, in an Appendix we discuss why it is possible to study neutrino mixing separately from the charged lepton sector.
CONDITIONS ON THE MASS MATRIX FROM S3
The three dimensional representation of S 3 is well known. Nevertheless, for clarity, we will repeat it here. Each line of the following gives the elements that belong to a particular class
This is a reducible representation and the sum of the elements in each class commutes with every element of the group. If we define
then the most general mass matrix, invariant under S 3 , is
Clearly this is not general enough but we can get a matrix which still respects µ − τ symmetry by breaking S 3 with D(c),
This has the additional condition A + B = C + D necessary for tri-bimaximal mixing.
But suppose µ − τ symmetry is not exact so we break S 3 in all possible ways
where we don't include D(a) or D(b) because we would have to add them to get a symmetric matrix and their sum is D 2 , and we omit D 3 because it just adds the same amount to each matrix element. Thus we get something of the form of Eq. (1) but the important thing is that however we break the µ − τ symmetry there are still two relations among the elements,
These remnants of the S 3 symmetry are what we will use to restrict the parameters of the minimal seesaw model and to restrict the texture of the neutrino mass matrix. We will refer to them as the S 3 conditions.
MINIMAL SEESAW MODEL
In the minimal seesaw model (as reviewed, for example, in Ref. [2] ) the neutrino mass matrix is written as
where m D is a 3 × 2 matrix
and M R is a 2 × 2 matrix,
The rank of M ν is two and therefore one of the eigenvalues of (11) must be zero.
Evaluating (11) for the parameters in (1) gives
where
23 is the determinant of (13). Now using the S 3 conditions (9) and (10) we get, after a lot of simplification,
Since we assume that (20) and (21) could be solved by requiring
But, when we put these relations back into (14) - (19), we get additional unwanted constraints
Thus the solution of (20) and (21) Another way to understand the S 3 conditions and the restrictions (22), (23) is to consider a Z 2 symmetry [3, 4] 
Eq. (26) gives two conditions
which are the S 3 conditions if k = −1.
In the following sections we turn to finding restrictions on the mixing angles. In those sections the only use we will make of the minimal seesaw model is as motivation for setting one mass eigenvalue equal to zero.
EIGENVALUES AND EIGENSTATES
For a zero mass eigenvalue we have, 
If we assume α = 0 (we will check this below) then we get three equations
where ρ ≡ β/α, σ ≡ γ/α. So B 1 , B 2 and A are given by (32), (33), and
Now let's use these in the S 3 relations. Eq. (10) and Eq. (9) give
Eqs. (35) and (36) can be reduced to
If we choose the solutions
then
The mass eigenvalues that we expect to be nonzero are given by
where we have used (32) and (33). Thus this solution makes a second mass eigenvalue zero. We need nonzero two masses in order to have two oscillation lengths. We might tolerate two zero masses in the case of normal hierarchy, m 3 ≫ m 2 ≈ m 1 . We will ignore that special case except for a brief comment at the end of Sec. 5. Thus the only way to avoid two zero masses is to require ρ + σ + 1 = 0.
If we take C 1 and C 2 as the independent variables the nonzero eigenvalues are, from (41) using (34),
The total set of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions can be reduced to
where a, b are +, − or −, + depending on the signs of the factors in the absolute value of (42).
The only remaining case is to go back to (30) and set α = 0. Eqs. (31), (32), and (33) are then
where λ ≡ β/γ. The S 3 conditions are
Since one eigenvalue is zero the remaining eigenvalues are given by
and (49) - (53) give
Thus α = 0 would require a second mass eigenvalue to be zero.
So the only solution with broken µ − τ symmetry and two nonzero masses is given by (43) -(48). Since we know µ − τ symmetry is approximately true the parameter σ will need to be large for inverted hierarchy or approximately − 1 2 for normal hierarchy.
RESTRICTIONS ON THE MIXING ANGLES
The conditions on the elements of the mass matrix A, . . . , D will allow us to put conditions on the mixing angles (θ s , θ a , θ x ) ≡ (θ 12 , θ 23 , θ 13 ). The neutrino mixing matrix [5] 
where U is a CKM type matrix
with (s α , c α ) ≡ (sin θ α , cos θ α ) for α = s, a, x and p = e iδD where δ D is the Dirac phase, U ′′ is the rephasing matrix, diag(e iα1 , e iα2 , e iα3 ) [6] , and U ′ = diag(e −iφ1/2 , e −iφ2/2 , e −iφ3/2 ) where φ 1 , φ 2 , and φ 3 are Majorana phases. The neutrino mass matrix is then
with elements given by
(57)
(60)
(61)
where m
for normal hierarchy. This m 0 is a universal mass, not the same as the eigenvalue of the previous section, and r is the ratio of the mass splittings, r ≡ ∆ s /∆ a . It is easy to see that µ − τ symmetry requires s a = c a and s x = 0. Tri-bimaximal symmetry requires, in addition, tan θ s = √ 2 or − 1/ √ 2.
We have four relations for σ from (31), (32), (33), and (35), all with ρ replaced by −σ − 1. The first three are
Now we assume inverted hierarchy and substitute (57) -(62) on the RHSs to find relations on the mixing angles. Only two of these are independent because we have set m ′ 3 equal to zero so we get just one relation among the angles,
and the solution for σ,
One of the mass eigenvalues m a , m b , given by (45) and (47) . If we evaluate m a and m b using (67) and C 1 , C 2 given by (60), (61) we find this requires α 2 = α 3 . Thus σ is real and (66) requires
It is immaterial which sign we take from (68); in what follows we use
We still have the condition from S 3 , Eq. (35), which now depends only on δ D ,
Using (70) (72) where α ≡ α 1 − α 2 . This gives real values only if δ D is zero or π. One solution of the quadratic equation is
or, when we use (69),
The other solution is
Since tan( π 2 − θ s ) = 1/ tan θ s , and since the oscillation experiments measure sin 2 2θ, these two solutions are effectively equivalent.
Another way of expressing the results is to write all of the mixing angles in terms of the one parameter σ. From (70) and then (69) we find
tan
and, from (73),
or, from (75), (63), (64), and (65) we get the condition
where to make the algebra simplier we immediately neglect all the phases. This expression for tan θ s ,
superfically looks different than those of the inverted case. However, if we now set (71) equal to (63) or (64) or (65) we find Eq. (69) which, when combined with (81), reproduces our first solution for tan θ s in the inverted hierarchy case, Eq. (74).
Using these conditions the solution for σ is now
When we solve for m a , m b of Eqs. (45), (47) we get
If we set m 2 = 0 rather than m 1 , we get the second expression for tan θ s of inverted hierarchy, (75), and m a = m 1 . For this normal hierarchy case σ is approximately − 1 2 and the eigenfunction with zero mass, Eq. (44), has the largest fraction of |ν e > as it should.
We have insisted that only one mass eigenvalue be zero. If two masses are zero then, from (57) -(62) with only m ′ 3 nonzero, the S 3 conditions are both satisfied by (66) above.
SUMMARY
We assume that the neutrino mass matrix is given by the three dimensional representation of the group S 3 and that one (but only one !) of the mass eigenvalues is zero, as required, for example, by the minimal seesaw model. The experimentally testable results for either inverted or normal hierarchy a real Dirac phase factor (there could be nonzero Majorana phases but they don't affect our results),
and two conditions on the mixing angles,
and
For inverted hierarchy we can convert (76) - (79) to
or
to more easily compare with the data. The result of fitting these expressions to the experimental values [7, 8] is shown in the following table. As mentioned above the oscillation expressions depend on sin 2 2θ and thus the experiments can't distinguish between θ s greater or less than π/4. So the fit using (92) assumes the experimental value is less than π/4, while that using (93) assumes it is greater than π/4, since these are the values indicated by the formula. (Approximate µ − τ symmetry gives s a ∼ c a ∼
while (89) gives tan θ s ∼ √ 2; thus a fit of (93) with θ s < π/4 is untenable.) The two sets of expressions give equivalent fits to the data as they must. Similarly for a normal hierarchy of masses we could find expressions for sin 2 θ a , sin 2 θ x , and sin 2 θ s in terms of the σ for normal hierarchy given by (82). But if we call that σ N , and the σ given by (70) σ I , then (76) and (83) give
and if we replaced σ N by σ I in normal hierarchy expressions for sin 2 θ a , sin 2 θ x , sin 2 θ s we would reproduce (90) -(93). The normal hierarchy expressions would be just a reparameterization of (90) -(93) above and thus give an identical fit.
Recently MINOS [9] has presented a measurement of sin 2 (2θ a ) sin 2 (2θ x ). We can easily fit this assuming the values above for sin 2 θ a and sin 2 θ s but replacing sin 2 θ x by this combination. This is shown in Table II . The fact that the fit values of sin 2 θ x are smaller than the value in Table I despite the experimental number being bigger is because of the larger error in that number. Still as χ 2 increases by one from its minimum, sin θ x varies from 0. to only 0.024, which implies that this model prefers small θ x . where
The important point is that the physical mixing matrix is not affected,
This is expected because, if it were not true, the physical mixing matrix would depend on the formalism or representation. This property of formalism/representation independence allows us to rotate the charged leptons to a mass diagonal basis, since what we want to discuss is just the physical mixing matrix. It doesn't matter in which basis the discussion is made. The question is how to realize this.
We should also note that, after gauge symmetry breaking where the fermions acquire mass, the up-type and down-type fermions' mass matrices should be constrained by different representations of some symmetry if there is any. Otherwise, the two mass matrices would be constrained to be of the same form and this would lead to trivial physical mixing. The full group is at least a product.
We can imagine that the S 3 discussed in current work is kind of residual property of some symmetry. Before symmetry breaking, there would be a larger group governing both the charged lepton and neutrino sectors, especially the left-handed ones since they share a common left-handed doublet. But experimentally the symmetry is broken. There can be a residual symmetry for the left-handed charged leptons, for example Z 3 ,
where ω ≡ e 2iπ/3 . If we use F to denote the group elements of Z 3 , then the charged lepton's mass matrix has to satisfy
It can be verified that under this constraint M e M † e has to be diagonal,
and U e = I. In other words, the physical mixing comes solely from the neutrino sector. Actually, Z 3 is a subgroup of S 3 so we can apply S 3 in the charged lepton sector. But, as argued above, the representations of the charged lepton and neutrino sectors should be different. In other words, the residual Z 3 of the charged lepton sector cannot be simply embodied in the residual S 3 of the neutrino sector. The unified group should be at least a product group [10] 
If we want to apply S 3 in the charged lepton sector too, this can be achieved by embedding Z 3 in another S 3 whose representation is different from that of neutrino sector. Then the product group would be S 3 ⊗ S 3 .
